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Abstract. To date, mostly theoretical studies have been done to investigate saltwater upconing 

below pumping wells (i.e. in axisymmetric settings) and drains (i.e. in two-dimensional cross-

sections). Furthermore, saltwater upconing has been tested in analog and numerical models. 

The oldest analog 2D models are from Pennink (1915) who used a sandbox to explore 

temporal patterns of saltwater below a drain. Recently, similar laboratory experiments have 

been performed by Werner et al. (2009), which were then numerically reproduced by 

Jakovovic et al. (2011) showing good comparison between the 2D cross section and the 

FEFLOW model. Oswald (1998) used magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) to verify variable 

density flow models in 3D for the first time. This was done in a sandbox of only a couple of 

decimetres in size. While Oswald’s (1998) analog model with MRI is a promising tool, it 

seems it has not been used extensively for upconing investigations. Although upconing is 

encountered worldwide, exact data to verify flow and salt transport below pumping wells are 

virtually absent. The Amsterdam Water Supply has measurements of a line of wells in its 

coastal dune area south of Zandvoort, the Netherlands. The data were collected for the period 

between 1924 when the wells started pumping and the end of 1970s when the wells were 

stopped. These data consist of discharge and yearly chloride concentration measurements in 

all wells. Together with the hydrogeological settings of the aquifer system these data permit 

upconing verification. However, measurements directly below the well screens have never 

been taken. Nevertheless, electrical conductivity was measured in the well screens for three 

years in the early 1950s, when upconing was most severe. It was then found that salinity in 

several wells did not enter at the bottom of the screens but somewhere above the bottom. 

Pennink (1915) already showed that this may be due to the lateral flow effect. Olsthoorn 

(2010) was able to model this phenomenon in 2D. However, upconing is essentially a 3D 

problem in which water may flow around the saltwater cone, which is impossible in 2D. 

Therefore, we investigate 3D upconing in a lateral flow setting that is congruent to the 

situation in the Amsterdam Water Supply dune area in the period from 1924 to 1957. 

Preliminary results indicate a vast difference between 2D and 3D results, as expected, since 

the lateral flow is captured in the 3D model. Severe salinization occurs downstream of 

extraction well series, which is a generally unrecognized phenomenon. References Jakovovic, 
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